A new method for concurrent trim and structural optimization of Active Aeroelastic Wing technology is presented. The new process treats trim optimization and structural optimization as an integrated problem in the same mathematical formulation, in which control surface gear ratios are included as design variables in a standard structural optimization algorithm. This new approach is in contrast to most of the existing AAW design processes in which structural optimization and trim optimization have separate objectives and are performed in an iterative, sequential manner. The new integrated AAW design process is demonstrated on a lightweight fighter type aircraft and compared to a sequential AAW design process.
Introduction
An emerging and promising technology for addressing the problem of adverse aeroelastic deformation, such as control surface reversal, is Active Aeroelastic Wing (AAW) technology. It has recently been a key area of study for both the government and industry 1, 2 and is defined by Pendleton et. al., as "a multidisciplinary, synergistic technology that integrates air vehicle aerodynamics, active controls, and structures together to maximize air vehicle performance" 3 . AAW technology exploits the use of leading and trailing edge control surfaces to aeroelastically shape the wing, with the resulting aerodynamic forces from the flexible wing becoming the primary means for generating control power. With AAW, the control surfaces then act mainly as tabs and not as the primary sources of control power as they do with a conventional control philosophy. As a result, wing flexibility is seen as an advantage rather than a detriment since the aircraft can be operated beyond reversal speeds and still generate the required control power for maneuvers. Hence, there is potential for significant reductions in structural weight and actuator power. Figure 1 illustrates conceptually the differences between AAW technology and a conventional control approach for a rolling maneuver. The hypothetical example shows the cross section of two wings deforming due to aeroelastic effects. The upper wing, employing AAW technology, is twisting in a positive way with the use of both leading and trailing edge surfaces, while the conventionally controlled, lower wing, which uses only the trailing edge surface, is twisting in a negative way 4 . This adverse twist due to the deflection of the trailing edge surface is associated with reduced control surface effectiveness and control surface reversal, in which the increase in camber due to the deflection of the surface is offset by the negative twist of the wing 5 .
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Wing twists adversely Since AAW technology is multidisciplinary in nature, structural design using the technology necessarily requires detailed information about the vehicle structures, aerodynamics, and controls, and in particular, is heavily dependent on control law design. Thus, there is a need for an integrated AAW design process in which the structure and control laws are optimized concurrently.
In consideration of AAW technology's use of redundant control surfaces, an important constituent of the technology are control surface gear ratios which dictate how one control surface deflects with respect to a single basis surface. Two gear ratio scenarios are illustrated in Figure 2 in which the deflections of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics leading edge inboard (LEI), leading edge outboard (LEO), and trailing edge inboard (TEI) surfaces are linearly dependent on the deflection of the trailing edge outboard surface (TEO). This concept is also referred to as control surface blending and for the purposes of this research constitute the control laws. The AAW design process refers to the concurrent optimization of the structure and gear ratios. Structural optimization refers to the sizing of structural elements (e.g., skin thickness, spar thickness) to minimum weight, subject to stress, aeroelastic constraints, etc. Trim optimization refers to the process of selecting the gear ratios, or control surface deflection angles, that trim the aircraft to a prescribed maneuver while optimizing a certain objective function within actuator limits. The need for trim optimization is due to AAW technology's use of redundant control surfaces, which means that the static aeroelastic trim equations cannot be solved in a closed form manner. Much research has been done in this area, where References [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , and [10] discuss several approaches by which this problem has been tackled.
The literature dealing with the AAW design process is more limited, and most of the methods that have been developed are those in which trim optimization and structural optimization are separate optimization problems performed in a sequential manner. For the purposes of this paper this type of AAW design process is referred to as a sequential AAW design process. Zillmer 11, 12 developed such an approach. In this case, trim optimization, performed using a Rockwelldeveloped code ISMD (Integrated Structure/Maneuver Design), is embedded in an iterative process with NASTRAN 13 . The control surface deflections, in ISMD, are optimized to minimize a composite function of stress, induced drag, and buckling load. The maneuver loads resulting from the optimized control surface deflections of ISMD are transferred to NASTRAN which then optimizes the structure to minimum weight. NASTRAN then passes stability derivatives and sensitivity information of the current structural design to ISMD for another trim optimization. This process repeats itself until the wing weight converges.
Another example, in the literature, of a sequential AAW design process is found in Love et al. 9 In this case, the trim optimization module, in which the deflection of the control surfaces are optimized to minimize user-defined component loads (e.g. root bending moment, hinge moment), was placed within the structural optimization loop of ASTROS (Automated Structural Optimization System) 14 , a finite element-based structural optimization code. For each iteration in the structural optimization, the control surface deflections for the current structural design are optimized. Then with these new deflections the structural optimizer proceeds to take another step, pauses again for trim optimization, and so on, until the structural optimization objective, wing weight, converges.
Zink et al. 15, 16 applied the techniques of Reference [9] in a design study of a generic lightweight fighter concept employing AAW technology, with four wing control surfaces and a horizontal tail.
Trim optimization was performed for antisymmetric (rolling) and symmetric maneuvers. The trim optimization problem for the symmetric maneuver was posed as a minimization of root bending moment (RBM), whereas a summation of the wing hinge moments was the objective for the antisymmetric maneuvers. It was solved using a gradient-based optimization algorithm. The intention was that trim and structural optimization would be repeated iteratively. However, only the first step was demonstrated, as trim optimization was performed only once on the starting structural design. As an evolution of the work in References [15] and [16] , and in addressing some of the problems encountered in that study, a new sequential AAW design process was developed that employs the simplex method 17 for trim optimization. This new sequential process is reviewed briefly in the current work and documented in detail in Reference [10] .
Miller 6 proposed an AAW design process in which the thickness of the structural elements and the control surface deflections were simultaneous design variables in an integrated optimization problem. The objective of this approach was the minimization of weight, subject to trim balance requirements, stress constraints, and buckling load constraints. This approach represents a diversion from the previous AAW design processes as, in this case, trim optimization and structural optimization are not separate problems.
In the current research, a similar AAW design process is developed in which trim and structural optimization are posed as an integrated problem in the same mathematical formulation. However, in this approach, the control surface gear ratios, rather than their deflections, are added as design variables to the structural optimization. Additionally, hinge moments are included in the optimization problem as constraints. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
The possible advantages of the integrated AAW design process include better solution convergence and lower weight structural designs.
Its development and comparison with the sequential AAW design process of Reference [10] is the goal of the current effort.
Methodology
Integrated AAW Design Process
The formulation of the integrated AAW design process is as follows:
Hinge Moment Constraints The control surface travel limits and hinge moment limits are based on typical allowables for modern fighter aircraft. The optimization problem above is implemented in modal-based ASTROS, which provides efficient and accurate finite element-based static aeroelastic analysis and optimization 18, 19 . The optimization is based on the hybrid modal approach in which trim is computed in modal coordinates, while stress analysis is performed in discrete coordinates for greater accuracy. The optimization problem is solved by the Modified Method of Feasible Directions 20 algorithm. At the heart of the modal approach is the representation of the discrete displacements as a linear combination of the free aircraft low frequency modes of vibration which are then used to create the generalized stiffness, mass, and force matrices which comprise the static aeroelastic equation. Modal-based static aeroelastic equations are assembled for each maneuver to which the structure and gear ratios are designed and are then solved to evaluate the above constraints. In addition, the static aeroelastic equation is used to derive analytical sensitivities of the constraints with respect to the design variables, as opposed to numerical sensitivities calculated through finite differencing. Use of the modal approach, along with analytic sensitivities, then reduces the size of the analysis and optimization problem significantly.
Although the optimal weight is not an explicit function of the gear ratios, the stress/strain, and hinge moment constraints are, and thus sensitivities of these constraints with respect to each of the gear ratios of interest for each maneuver are required. Analytical sensitivities of these constraints have been derived for the static aeroelastic equation in modal coordinates. The derivation of the sensitivities of the objective and constraints with respect to the thickness variables, in addition to solution of the modal-based static aeroelastic equation for constraint evaluation, are provided in Reference [21] and will not be repeated here.
Gear Ratio Sensitivities
The basic equation for the static aeroelastic analysis of a maneuvering aircraft by the finite element method in discrete coordinates is 22 :
where [K] is the stiffness matrix, [AICS] is the aerodynamic influence coefficients matrix transformed to the structural degrees of freedom, {u} are the displacements and rotations at the structural nodes, [M] is the mass matrix, [φ r ] are the rigid body modes of the free aircraft, {ü r } is a vector of rigid body accelerations, [P] is a matrix of the rigid aerodynamic force coefficients due to aerodynamic trim parameters, q is the dynamic pressure, and {δ} is the aerodynamic trim parameter values (e.g., angle of attack, control surface deflection, roll rate). Equation (1) is transformed to modal coordinates by assuming that the displacements, {u}, are a linear combination of the low frequency modes of vibration, as given by: {ξ r } are the rigid body modal displacements, and {ξ e } are the elastic modal displacements.
Substitution of Equation (2) into Equation (1) and pre-multiplication of Equation (1) Considering that with AAW technology {δ} contains a redundant number of aerodynamic trim parameters, a gearing matrix ({δ} = [G]{δ I }) is introduced to the right hand side of Equation (3). This gearing matrix, [G] , contains the gear ratios, g i , and relates the redundant (dependent) trim parameters to the determinate (independent) ones, {δ I }. The number of independent trim parameters equals the number of rigid body degrees of freedom. Taking the derivative of Equation (3) Equation (5) is a system of n r + n e equations with 2n r + n e unknown sensitivities, where n r and n e are the number of rigid body modes and elastic modes, respectively. {δ Ι } is known as we are differentiating about a known static aeroelastic equilibrium condition, and the sensitivity terms, [ , are defined by the user for a specific maneuver, then {DUDG r } i is zero, since the accelerations are constant. In this case, then, the unknown sensitivities are the n e elements of {DXIG e } i , the n r elements of {DXIG r } i , and the n r elements of {DDELG} i , which are more unknowns than equations available to solve them. An additional equation is introduced which is based on the assumption that the displacement, {u}, does not change the location of the center of gravity or orientation of the mean axis system, which defines the alignment of the aircraft moments of inertia 23 . This assumption leads to the rigid body modes, [φ r ], being orthogonal to the displacement vector, {u}, with respect to the mass matrix, which expressed in modal coordinates leads to the following equation:
Differentiating with respect to g i , Equation (6) becomes:
Solving for {DXIG r } i :
Substituting Equation (8) into Equation (5), Equation (5) 
Equation (9) reflects a set of n r + n e equations with n r + n e unknowns, which are the elements of {DDELG} i and {DXIG e } i . Taking the 2nd row of Equation (9) and solving for {DXIG e } i : 
Substituting Equation (10) into the 1 st row of Equation (9), and rearranging terms, the first row of Equation (9) 
Equation (12) is used to solve for the n r unknown trim sensitivities, {DDELG} i . These sensitivities are calculated through algebraic manipulation of Equation (12), and are substituted into Equation (10) to find the elastic modal displacement sensitivities, {DXIG e } i . The rigid modal displacement sensitivities {DXIG r } i are then estimated by substitution of {DXIG e } i into Equation (8) . Once the sensitivities for the modal displacements are found, the sensitivities for stress and strain can be easily calculated by multiplying the modal displacement sensitivities by the fixed straindisplacement, stress-displacement transformation matrices.
Sensitivity of Dependent Surface Deflections
The control surface deflection constraints required significant modification to the ASTROS solution sequence. In the unmodified version of ASTROS, the independent control surface deflections can be directly constrained, and since the gear ratios remain fixed in a conventional structural optimization, the dependent surface deflections could be constrained, as well, through the constraint on the independent surface. However, with the integrated AAW design process, in which the gear ratios are changing with every iteration, the dependent surfaces cannot be directly constrained. In fact, this was a limitation of a previous version of the integrated process as presented in Reference [24] . As a result, a new capability was added so that the dependent surface deflections could be directly constrained. This required the addition of a new constraint type and sensitivity calculation of the dependent surface deflection with respect to the gear ratios and structural design variables.
The deflection of a dependent control surface (δ j ) is given by the following equation:
where g j is its corresponding gear ratio and δ I is the independent surface to which it is geared, whose deflection is found through solution of the static The sensitivity of the dependent surface deflection with respect to a structural design variable (t i ) is given by:
Sensitivity of Aerodynamic Loads The total aerodynamic loads (including those due to flexibility effects) on the aerodynamic grid are 21 : 21 .
The analytical sensitivities presented here have been verified by comparing them with sensitivities estimated by numerical differentiation (using finite differences).
Sequential AAW Design Process
The sequential AAW design process of Reference [10] is performed by iterating between trim optimization, by the simplex method in MATLAB 25 , and structural optimization by modal-based ASTROS, as presented in Figure 3 .
For each structural optimization iteration, the control surface deflections for the current structural design are optimized (represented by the MATLAB block). Then, these new control surface deflections are converted to gear ratios and passed to ASTROS which reassembles the static aeroelastic equations with the new gear ratios. ASTROS then performs structural redesign to reduce weight using the optimization algorithm of Reference [20] .
After the structural optimization step, the aeroelastic equations for the new structural design are assembled, and the appropriate stability derivatives, trim objective and constraint sensitivities are calculated in ASTROS and then output to trim optimization. This process repeats itself until the structural optimization objective, wing weight, is converged. Trim optimization, for the symmetric maneuvers of Reference [10] , is posed as a minimization of root bending moment (RBM), where the wing control surfaces are used to tailor the load distribution and provide load relief at the wing root, thus ultimately reducing wing weight.
For the antisymmetric maneuvers, the objective of trim optimization is to minimize a summation of the absolute value of each control surface hinge moment, as given by:
This objective can be converted to linear programming form 26 by a simple transformation of the optimization problem. The details of this are reported in Reference [10] .
Numerical Example Structural and Aerodynamic Model
The structural model of the aircraft used both in this research and in Reference [10] is shown in Figure 4 . It is an ASTROS preliminary design finite element model of a lightweight composite fighter aircraft with 4 wing control surfaces (2 trailing edge, 2 leading edge) and a horizontal tail 18, 27 . It corresponds to a wing with an aspect ratio of 3.0, a total planform area of 330 ft The aerodynamic model is shown in Figure 5 . It is a flat-panel Carmichael 28 model containing 143 vertical panels and 255 horizontal panels. It also contains paneling for the four wing control surfaces and horizontal tail to coincide with the control surfaces on the structural model.
Carmichael aerodynamic influence coefficients are produced for two Mach numbers, 0.95 and 1.2, for both symmetric and antisymmetric maneuvers 29 . The structural design variables (t i ) in the AAW design process are the layer thickness of the composite skins. The number of structural design variables is 78 due to physical linking of the skin elements. Internal structure and carry-through structure remain fixed. Table 1 shows the maneuver conditions and strength American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics constraints to which the structure is designed for both the sequential and integrated AAW design processes. While a realistic fighter design requires the consideration of asymmetric 3 degree of freedom rolling pull-out maneuvers, this study is limited to pure symmetric and antisymmetric maneuvers for simplicity. To account for this, the strength constraints of the antisymmetric maneuvers were lowered, acknowledging that additional strain would result from the symmetric component of the asymmetric maneuver. In addition to the strength constraints, for the integrated approach, hinge moment constraints and control surface travel limits are also included, as discussed in a previous section. The gear ratio design variables (g i ) of the integrated process, for each maneuver, are shown in Table 2 , along with the independent surface for each maneuver to which the dependent surfaces are geared. For example, the variable, g LEI3 , is the ratio of the deflection of the LEI surface to the deflection of the LEO surface for the supersonic roll. The horizontal tail was selected as the independent surface for Maneuvers 1 and 2, since it has historically been the primary control surface for symmetric trim. The LEO surface was selected for Maneuver 3, because it is the most effective surface at supersonic conditions, at which point both trailing edge surfaces experience control reversal. For Maneuver 4, the TEO surface is the independent surface, since it is the most effective roll control surface at subsonic speeds. 
Results
The integrated AAW design process, here proposed, has been implemented in modal-based ASTROS and demonstrated on the previously discussed model. It is compared with the sequential AAW design process, discussed in detail in Reference [10] . As shown in Table 3 , a comparison of the optimal weights by each approach reveals that the integrated approach converges to a significantly lower (15 % less) weight. The weight presented here corresponds only to those structural elements that were designed, namely the wing box skins. The integrated approach converged to its solution in 10 iterations, while the sequential approach took 6 iterations. Figure 6 shows a comparison of the optimal total upper surface skin thickness of the wing box by the integrated and sequential AAW design processes. The thickness displayed is a summation of the optimal thickness of all four composite plies, and the shaded regions show those zones of the wing box skins that were linked together as single design variables for the purposes of reducing the size of the design task. A cursory examination of both figures reveals, as expected, that thinner skins result from the integrated approach. In particular, one observes rather dramatic reductions in skin thickness in the mid and outboard sections of the wing. However, at the wing roots the two approaches result in comparable skin thickness. This is most likely attributed to the sequential approach's minimization of RBM for the subsonic pullup maneuver which is the maneuver that typically sizes the inboard part of the wing. Minimization of the bending moment at the wing root dramatically relieves internal load in this region, but it does not necessarily relieve load as much in other parts of the wing. Hence, one observes that the sequential approach with the minimization of RBM as the trim optimization objective results in comparable skin thickness at the wing root but fails to compete with the integrated approach in other parts of the wing. This leads to a beneficial property of the integrated approach which is that it provides weight savings to all parts of the wing by acting at the element level to relieve strain, whereas with the sequential approach, dependent upon the choice of the trim optimization objective, weight savings tend to be more concentrated in local areas. Similar trends in the optimal skin thickness between the integrated and sequential AAW design process were found on the lower surface, as well, which for length considerations are not presented here. Figure 7 shows the iteration history of the gear ratio design variables by both the sequential and integrated AAW design processes, along with the final control surface deflections, for the subsonic pull-up. The control surface deflections are simply the trimmed values of the independent surface (in this case the horizontal tail) multiplied by the corresponding gear ratios. Experience showed that the best starting values for the gear ratio design variables were those as found by trim optimization of the sequential approach for the baseline (i.e., starting) structural design. An exception to this guideline is found in the TEI surface of Figure 7 , in which the best starting value for g TEI1 was +10.0 (instead of -2.26 as in the sequential approach). The two approaches, based on examination of Figure 7 , produce quite different gearing scenarios, though they both ended up deflecting the outboard surfaces (LEO, TEO) to their maximal negative values (nose-down for the leading edge, tail-up for the trailing edge). This has a tendency to shift the center of pressure inboard, thus relieving RBM (for the sequential approach) as well as strain (for the integrated approach) at the wing root.
However, the two approaches differ in their use of the TEI surface, with the sequential approach using it in a negative fashion to reduce local lift forces. The integrated approach, which operates at a lower angle of attack for less loading throughout the wing, deflects the TEI all the way down (positively) so as to get more lift from the control surface.
Another interesting feature of the gearing scenario for this maneuver is that both the sequential and integrated approach deflect the horizontal tail positively.
This stands in stark contrast to a conventional approach in which the horizontal tail (which is typically the only surface used for symmetric trim) is deflected in a negative manner to provide pitchup moment to counteract the negative pitching moment produced by lift on the wing about the center of gravity. With AAW, then, the horizontal tail no longer serves to provide the pitch-up moment necessary for trim. Rather, the TEO surface, deflecting negatively, does that, and the horizontal tail carries some of the lift, thereby relieving the load on the wing.
The final gear ratios for the supersonic push-over are shown in Table 4 . In this case the two approaches are very similar. This is because they have the same starting point, and since this maneuver is not a particularly critical maneuver (i.e., there are few active structural constraints associated with this maneuver) the gear ratios move little from their starting values. The characteristics of these gear ratios, though, are almost exactly the opposite of those for the subsonic pull-up. This is due to the fact that Maneuver 2 is a push-over maneuver, where the bending moments at the root are naturally negative. As a result, positive deflection of the leading edge surfaces tends to relieve load at the root, hence the positive gear ratios for these surfaces. Although the trailing edge surfaces are used heavily, their ineffectiveness at supersonic speeds results in them having little effect on the RBM, and thus they are used primarily to meet the hinge moment constraints. Table 5 shows the final gear ratios for the supersonic roll. In this case the LEO surface is the independent surface to which the others are geared, and it deflects in a positive manner (nose-up) to produce positive roll moment. The integrated approach favors heavier usage of all of the control surfaces relative to the LEO surface as indicated by the higher gear ratios. As a result, the deflection angle of the LEO surface necessary to trim the aircraft to the steady state roll is much less for the integrated approach than the sequential. This has a tendency to more favorably distribute the load across the wing and avoid local build-ups of stress and strain that may occur in the sequential approach with its minimization of total hinge moment. Both approaches do arrive at minimal use of the trailing edge surfaces as, at supersonic speeds, these surfaces have little effectiveness. Finally, Figure 8 shows the iteration history of the gear ratio design variables for the subsonic roll, along with the corresponding final control surface deflections. As with the subsonic pull-up, both approaches arrive at significantly different solutions. Both make use of the leading edge surfaces, even though their roll effectiveness is very low at this subsonic dynamic pressure. The reason for this is that they are needed to supplement the trailing edge surfaces which have very low effectiveness due to the thin wing (3 % t/c) and the very flexible structure at the final iteration. This is also observed in the iteration history, particularly for the integrated approach, as the leading edge gear ratios increase over the course of the optimization.
The major differences between the two approaches are in how they use the trailing edge surfaces. The sequential approach actually uses the TEI surface in a reversed fashion, even though the surface's roll effectiveness is still positive, in order to alleviate hinge American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics moments. The positive deflection of the TEO surface results in negative hinge moment on itself and on the TEI surface. As a result, trim optimization, with its objective of minimizing total hinge moments, pushes the TEI surface to deflect negatively, producing positive hinge moment and counteracting the negative hinge moment contribution from the TEO surface. Hence, the hinge moment of the TEI surface is negligible for this maneuver. The integrated approach favors positive deflection of the TEI surface, since it tends to relieve strain and provide increased roll moment. In fact, over the course of the optimization the integrated approach uses it increasingly more positive, even more than the TEO surface as indicated by its large gear ratio at the final iteration.
The gear ratios and control surface deflection scenarios of the four maneuvers presented above may have been somewhat different were the internal structure and/or control surfaces designed as well. This rather simplistic design study demonstrates how the different objective of the integrated and sequential approaches drive the design process into different control scenarios along with different optimized structural designs. A final, more practical, advantage of the integrated approach is that the concurrent optimization of the structure and gear ratios takes place in a single continuous run, in contrast to the sequential approach which requires pausing and restarting ASTROS, exchanging data, and performing trim optimization in a separate module. In addition, the integrated approach frees the user from selecting a trim optimization objective that may not contribute to a maximal reduction in weight.
Conclusions
A new integrated AAW design process, in which gear ratios and structural elements are simultaneously designed to minimize structural weight, is presented. The integrated approach differs from the sequential approach traditionally used for AAW design, in which trim optimization is performed separately from the structural optimization, based on an independent objective function.
The integrated AAW design process is implemented in the modal-based version of ASTROS by adding the gear ratios as design variables into the optimization, and deriving and implementing the associated sensitivities and constraints.
Demonstration on a lightweight fighter design performing four symmetric and antisymmetric maneuvers has shown that the integrated approach results in trim scenarios that act to relieve strain in the wing's structural elements. This is opposed to the sequential approach which resulted in trim scenarios that support the objective that was defined for the trim optimization, which in the case of this study were the minimization of root bending moment and total hinge moment for the symmetric and antisymmetric maneuvers, respectively. Consequently, optimization using the integrated design process resulted in a lower weight structural design. In addition, the integrated approach is performed in one continuous run, thereby avoiding the pause and restart required of the sequential process. 
